( Figure 5A ), but interestingly, expression is retained in We have so far discussed only the activity of ectopic Shroom in heterologous epithelial cells. We next sought the otic and nasal placodes (arrows, arrowhead), which are undergoing apical constriction at this time [40, 41] .
to examine the normal role of endogenous Shroom in the developing neural epithelium. Because Shrm754-1108 robustly inhibited Shroom activity in the blastula assay, A Dominant-Negative Shroom Construct Disrupts Neural Tube Closure we used this construct to disrupt endogenous Shroom function. Injection of mRNA encoding Shrm754-1108 In order to identify constructs that might be useful for blocking Shroom function, we coexpressed deletion had no effect on cleavage or on gastrulation, consistent with a lack of Xshroom expression at these stages (not constructs ( Figure 1E Figures 6E and 6F) , sion in the folding neural plate revealed that although it is expressed diffusely in most of the anterior neural and in situ hybridization for pax-3 revealed a clear failure The failure of neural plate bending is more readily apparent in cross-sections of unilaterally injected emin these regions, Shroom may direct neural plate bending at the hingepoints. bryos (Figure 8) . On uninjected sides, bending at the hingepoint (arrow) resulted in the formation of a concave We tested this hypothesis in the Xenopus embryo, whose large size and external development make them neural plate (Figure 8, left) . However, in neural plates expressing Shrm754-1108, no hingepoint was seen and ideally suited for studies of morphogenesis. Hingepoints can be visualized by the concentration of pigment at the neural epithelium, although elevated, failed to bend properly and remained convex (Figure 8, right) . the surface of apically constricting cells, and in normal embryos the paired hingepoints are evident anteriorly Hingepoints can also be visualized by the enhanced actin staining at the apical surface of the constricting (Figure 7C, arrows) . To test the hypothesis that Shroom is required for hingepoint formation, we targeted Shrm754-cells ( Figure 7D, arrows) . Consistent with the blastula assay ( Figure 3C ), expression of Shrm754-1108 inhib-1108 mRNA injection to only one dorsal blastomere at the 4 cell stage. In contrast to the paired hingepoints of ited the accumulation of apical actin into an organized seam in the neural plate on the injected side of expericontrol embryos, no hingepoint formed on the injected side of experimental animals ( Figure 7E, right side) ; on mental animals ( Figure 7F, right) . Likewise, in crosssection intense apical actin is visible on the uninjected, the control side, an obvious line of bending was consistently observed (Figure 7E, arrow) . Furthermore, in timebending side of the neural plate, but not on the convex ASD-1-injected side ( Figure 8AЈ ). In both whole-mount lapse movies of bilaterally injected embryos, it appears Figures 5A and 7B ), and we demonstrate that Shroom that Shroom functions at the apical surface, it is also is required for hingepoint formation in the neural plate possible that Rap1 is required for proper localization of (Figures 6-8) (Figures 2A and 3B) . We also observed apicobasal heightening in our ectopically constricting cells in 
